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"IT TAKES COURAGE'
Harry

Vannatter

To speak the truth when gain may fall,
By speaking false or not at all—•
To earn your pay from worthy soil,
While others till dishonest soil—•
It takes courage!

The Blessings of
Obedience
Alfred S. Rotz

To face your duty silently.
And live in righteous
poverty—
To pledge your best, though it be small.
While others do not give at all—
It takes courage!
To sacrifice your own desire,
So others may avoid the mire—•
To give your aid to those in need,
While others blindly do not heed—
It takes courage!

"Graveyard Religion"
Mrs. H. R. Pannabecker

To seek a little ray of hope,
And start afresh along life's slope—
To bear your burdens with a smile,
While others grumble all the while—
It takes courage!

The Main Thing
E. E. Shelkamer

Foreign Missions

13

To say you've sinned and ask for peace.
Through God's forgiveness and release—
To humbly pray in public place,
While others nod with smiling face—•
It takes courage!
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The Origin of Mother's Day
Cora

Longanecker

T T I N G apart of the second SunS Eday
in M a y as Mother's Day is now
so widely accepted that it is difficult to
'realize the custom is of comparatively
recent origin, as far as its modern observances is concerned at least. (Tributes to
Mother are as old as the ages, but not until late years have they been fixed by rules
and dates). H ow our modern Mother's
D a y began is told and retold almost every
y e a r and should be well known. But
memory is short, and inquiries continue as
to who started the custom and under what
circumstances.
Mrs. M a r y Towles Wilson, a school
teacher of Kentucky, introduced Mother's
D a y in 1893. She chose April 20 (being
her own mother's birthday) for the observance and even published a book to
promote her idea.
However, Miss Anna Jarvis who was a
resident of Crafton, W . Va., but later
moved to Philadelphia, Penn., where she
now lives, was given credit for establishment of Mother's D a y as observed today.
Iri 1907 Miss Jarvis mailed a note to a '
friend inviting her to spend the second
Sunday at her home to commemorate the
date of her mother's death. It was then
that the daughter disclosed her desire to
dedicate a day to all Mothers.
The following year, M a y 10, 1908,
Philadelphia celebrated Mother's D a y in
church and home. She wrote letters to
men prominent in public life, clergymen,
influential leaders a n d visited reform
schools, asylums, and other institutions.
T o those who knew nothing of her strenuous efforts it was amazing that so wide a
publicity had been given to the idea.
Even in that first year Miss Jarvis had
bravely brought a resolution before the
senate of the United States to make the
second Sunday in M a y a national holiday,
dedicated to the memory of "the best
mother in the world, your mother." She
finally persuaded Senator Burkett of N e braska to propose the resolution on M a y 8
on the floor of the senate. Although the
resolution was slated until a later date the
senator's words had its effect.
In 1909 Miss Jarvis sponsored the idea
of recognizing motherhood on a worldwide scale. It is now observed in England,
Austria, Japan, Scotland, Ireland, Germany, Denmark and Belgium.
In England it was called "Mothering"
D a y and was observed on the 4th Sunday
in Lent, but is now observed the 2nd Sunday.
Miss Jarvis chose the white carnation as
symbol of mother-love. In speaking of
her choice, she has said: Its whiteness symbolizes the purity of mother love; its
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fragrance her memory.
The carnation
does not drop its petals as it begins to
fade, but hugs them closer to its heart as
mother-love clings closer every year.
On M a y 8, 1914, President Wilson
signed this bill.
"Whereas, The service rendered the
U. S. by the American mother is the
greatest source of the country's strength
and inspiration, and
"Whereas, W e honor ourselves and the
mother's of America when we do anything to give emphasis to the home as the
foundation of the state; and
"Whereas, T h e American mother is
doing so much for the home, for moral
uplift, and religion, hence so much for
good government and humanity;
"Resolved, That the President of U. S.
is hereby authorized and requested to issue a proclamation calling upon the government officials to display the U. S. flag
at their homes on the 2nd Sunday in M a y
as a public expression of our love and reverence for the mothers of our country."
Sec. 2. "That the 2nd Sunday in M a y
shall therefore be designated and known
as Mother's Day."
Immediately after signing this will
President Wilson issued the first Mother's
D a y proclamation and set aside the 2nd
Sunday in May, 1914, as Mother's Day.
This was the first official Mother's Day.
In closing may I read this poem:
MOTHER'S DAY
By Grace Noel Crowell
I shall not take one day to do
Beautiful things for her and then
Forget to be thoughtful and kind and true,
Till Mother's D a y comes again.
She does not wait some special time
T o be loving and gentle and kind to me,
She does not wait an appointed hour
T o buy me a gift, then suddenly
Grow thoughtless as I do in countless
ways.
Her love is so great, and she gives it;
She proves it a thousand times through the
days
It is constant and true, and she lives it.
Mother's Day is a lovely day, but I m
going to keep it from M a y to May.
I heard a woman in Scotland who was
introduced to a minister by another minister as a woman of great faith. She instantly rebuked him by saying, "No, I am
a woman of little faith with a great God."
She had the right idea. If I have even a
tittle faith I havfc the power of the Almighty behind me.—D. L. Moody.

Eliza's Gift
Eliza Tibbetts is the person who first introduced oranges into the United States
from Brazil. She lived in California and
planted a few pips that had been sent her
by a friend in Brazil. From this small beginning sprang the United States orange
industry. A monument has been erected
on the spot where the pips were first
planted, but Eliza Tibbetts' grave cannot
be found, and the whole of the United
States is at present being combed by enthusiastic orange growers who wish to
commemorate the lady.

Gets Smallest Book
The Bodleian Library at Oxford has been
presented with a copy of what is said to
be the smallest book in the world, through
the kind offices of Henry H. Chamberlain,
American poet. It is a privately printed
translation of the chief parts of the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam from the Commonwealth Press, Worcester, Mass. The volume measures Vi inch in height and 3-16
inch in width. It contains 34 pages, the size
of the text on each page being 3-32 inch
by 5-32 inch, weighing a grain and .a half,
bound in crimson morocco. The setting of
the type was so delicate an operation that
it had to be done at night when the vibration of traffic and office machinery had
ceased.

Helping Our Fellowmen
Perhaps the highest way in which religion can influence business is by means
of making it a means of serving and helping our fellow-men. Every business life
has its opportunities of doing kindnesses
to our less fortunate fellow beings, and it
is a terrible thing for a man to have passed
through life without having done a single
act of mercy or compassion to those he
meets in business. And yet it is to be
feared there are not a few who at the last
will fall under that condemnation.
Kind in the home, perhaps, and generous
in the Church, they appear to think that
when they pass through their office door
all must be laid aside. Dr. Jekyll has had
his innings; it is now the turn for Mr.
Hyde. All wrong!
Tragically wrong!
Does Christ teach that mercy and compassion are to have no place in business?
Read His great business parable of the
"Laborers in the Vineyard."

A Friend Indeed
"A friend is one to whom one may pour
out all the contents of one's heart, chaff
and grain together, knowing that the best
of hands will tape and sift it, keep what is
worth keeping, and with the breath of
kindness, blow the rest away."
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Covetousness
The writer cannot recall that he ever
heard a single sermon on the subject of
covetousness. In fact, if our memory
serves us correctly, we have never attempted to devote an entire sermon period
to this subject—not that it does not deserve special treatment. True, we have
wove it into our line of thought again and
again, but to actually take time to analyze
this subject and to treat it as we are quite
sure it well deserves to be treated, we
have never attempted.
W e were startled recently when reading Paul's expression in Romans 7:7 on
coveting, and wonder just how far reaching is this particular sin in the lives of
many people. T h e fact is that covetousness is such an insidious thing and can
operate along so many channels that we
are apt not to discover the extent to which
the tentacles of this monster have fastened and wove themselves into our lives until
spiritual shipwreck is experienced and one
wonders what were the underlying causes
of failure.

forgive one means that we cease to hold
any intention to take revenge or to get
even, or to treat the guilty one as though
they had done a wrong. The W o r d of
God has a great deal to say about forgiveness. In fact, it tells us that we "ought
to forgive, even as Christ has also forgiven
us." W e conclude, therefore, that the
heart who refuses to relent and to forgive
and forget, can not have the assurance that
the Lord Jesus has forgiven them.
There is a most beautiful example in the
life of Joseph, and folks who are having a
hard job to forgive would do well to read
this story again. Most of us are familiar
with the story of how his brothers treated
him and also of the long years of separation and suffering through which Joseph
had to go just because somebody didn't like
him. Joseph freely and fully forgave. Jesus Christ is also our great Exemplar in
forgiveness. He prayed for His murderers
and forgave their sin. M a y God grant unto us a Christlikeness of spirit to forgive
even as He forgives us.

Somewhere we once picked up a work
by William Law, in which he treats the
matter of covetousness in his "Serious Call
to a Devout and Holy Life" published in
1728. He drives home with tremendous
force and skill an overwhelming thought
Conference News
on covetousness.
The Sixty-Seventh Annual General
"If you should see a man that had a
Conference
of the Brethren in Christ
large pond of water, yet living in continual
thirst, not suffering himself to drink half a Church was held at Cross Roads Church,
draught, for fear of lessening his pond; if Florin, Pennsylvania, June 3rd to 7th,
you should see him wasting his time and 1937.
strength, in fetching more water to his
In the church building itself a number
pond; always thirsty, yet always carrying of changes and improvements were made
a bucket of water in his hand, watching during the past year, all of which made it
early and late to catch the drops of rain, an ideal and convenient place for the holdgaping after every cloud, and running ing of the General Conference. Preparagreedily into every mire and mud, in tions for the entertainment of this large
hopes of water, and always studying how gathering had been under w a y for a long
to make every ditch empty itself into his time and careful planning and execution
pond.
was in evidence by the very splendid way
"If you should see him grow grey and in which delegates and visitors were enold in these anxious labours, and at last tertained. Meals were served in the baseend a careful, thirsty life, by falling into ment and in the cafeteria on the church
his own pond; would you not say that such grounds. In addition to this, a lunch
a one was not only the author of all his counter was placed at the disposal of those
own disquiets, but was foolish enough to who desired to purchase light refreshments
at low cost.
be reckoned amongst idiots and madmen?
"But yet foolish and absurd as this character is, it does not represent half the
follies, and absurd disquiets, of the covetous man."

Can We Forgive?
T h e Psalmist said "If thou, Lord,
shouldest mark iniquities, O Lord, w h o
shall stand? But there is forgiveness with
thee."
Perhaps the hardest thing that people
still have to do is to forgive folks. T o

Splendid quarters were arranged for the
office of the Conference Secretary, the
Book Room of the E. V. Publishing House,
baggage, storage and an educational booth,
also tents were erected for evangelistic
and other meetings. A very fine feature of
the Conference was the special arrangement and attention given to babies and
children in the nursery. Many expressions
of appreciation were voiced by mothers in
attendance on this particular feature.
T h e Conference sessions as usual were
preceded by a Communion Service on
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Wednesday evening of June 2nd. T h e preliminary meeting was called to order by the
General Conference Secretary, Bish. O. B.
Ulery at nine o'clock Thursday morning.
In the absence of the Retiring Moderator,
Bish. A. D . M . Dick who presided at the
Conference of 1936, Bish. C. N . Hostetter,
Sr. had charge of both the preliminary and
opening sessions until the Moderator was
selected for the 1937 Conference.
After filling vacancies on various Boards
and Committees, the Publishing House presented the first program rendered during
Conference week.
This program presented several unusual features this year,
due to the fact that we are celebrating the
Fiftieth Anniversary of our official Church
paper, the E V A N G E L I C A L V I S I T O R .
Very interesting remarks were made by
Eld. Abram Z . Hess of Mt. Joy, Penn.,
Eld. Eli M . Engle, Mt. Joy, Penn., and
Bish. S. G. Engle of Philadelphia, Penn.
This was followed by a very enlightening
talk on the financial progress of the Publishing House, given by Eld. Ohmer U.
Herr, Secretary of the Publication Board.
It was both interesting and gratifying to
note the reduction in liabilities and noticeable gains made in recent years, as exhibited on the blackboard used by brother
Herr in his talk.
The Editor then presented a few of the
plans for the commemoration of our Fiftieth Anniversary and gave an outline of
the proposed Anniversary Book which will
be ready for delivery about August 1st.
Bish. O. B. Ulery, Chairman of the Publication Board, presented still further plans
with reference to a special solicitation to
be presented to the Church-at-large, giving
them an opportunity t o share in the commemoration of this Fiftieth Anniversary
by contributions, special gifts, annuities,
etc., to the end that we might be enabled
to completely wipe out the mortgage indebtedness now held by several church
boards and institutions. More details on
this will be given later.
Following the Publication Hour, a Sunday School program was given, a very interesting and more detailed report of which
is given elsewhere in this issue by C. W .
Boyer, Secretary of the Sunday School
Board.
T h e Educational Board Program this
year was exceptionally outstanding in raising and answering the question as to
whether or not the Church schools merit
the prayerful and financial support of the
Church. W e hope later to be able to give
our readers a more detailed report of this
meeting.
T h Beneficiary, Home Mission and Foreign Mission Board Programs were well
rendered and well attended. The foreign
missionary offering reached a total of a little over one thousand dollars. Offerings
(Continued on page 200)
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The Blessings of Obedience
Afrded S. Rotz
H O W blessed it is when you can retire at the close of day with the sweet
consciousness that you have walked in all
the light and knowledge that God has
given you. Although your work may not
be perfect, owing to your fallibility and
bodily infirmities, yet when you realize you
have done what you could by the grace of
God, by faith you may hear that sweet
voice "Well done, thou good and faithful
servant." It is so natural we like to do big
things, something that makes a nice show.
But be our work great, or be it small, in
the sight of God that is all one when it
comes to the test of faithfulness. God
knows perfectly what we are best fitted to
do, and though your lot may be, to be hid
away in some corner, unobserved, if you
faithfully obey God you shall be just as
precious in the sight of God as any other
of His dear children.
Obedience will set the music ringing in
the highest type of happiness. If you can
in truth sing that beautiful song "Nothing
between me and my Saviour," you have
the same kind of joy that the angels in
heaven possess; the only difference is, in
glory they have more of it. There are
multitudes of people who would give all
that they have in this world if they could
buy that wonderful peace and blessed assurance that God gives to them that obey
Him. But you cannot buy it with money;
sacrifice cannot merit it; pain and torture
inflicted upon the body will not bring it;
but you may have that wonderful peace
that cometh down from the Father of
lights, if you will only fall down at the .feet
of Jesus and cry out from the depths of
your heart, Lord, T h y will, not mine be
done. Obedience is the door that opens
the vaults of heaven and floods your soul
with blessings to your full capacity to receive, until your cup runneth over.
Obedience will set the music ringing in
your heart, and will cause your light to
shine so beautifully and so brightly, and
will make your testimony ring with such
a clear sounding tone, that the beauty of
the Lord Jehovah will be seen in your life
and in your association with the children
of men. Obey God and you will bear fruit
to the honour and glory of His name; and
the blessed fruit of the Spirit will enrich
your soul and bring blessings to all of your
surroundings. In your home and in your
business life, and in every place where
duty calls you to go, you shall have an influence that will magnify the grace of God
and exalt the name of Jesus. Obey God
with all your soul, with all your strength,
with all your heart and with all your mind
and you shall be part of the Vine that
will bear fruit, not only a little, .but much

fruit. Obey God and continue to obey
Him and you shall flourish as a palm tree
planted by the rivers of water.
The Holy Ghost is given to them that
obey Him; and to be full of the Holy
Ghost and of faith is heaven already on
earth. W h e n the individual surrenders
every fiber of his being to the will of God,
and responds to the slightest whisper of
His voice, it opens wide the door for the
Holy Ghost to come in and work wondrously, marvelously and gloriously, that
which is well pleasing in the sight of God.
Obedience brings such a hallowed peace
within the soul that lifts us almost, as it
were, within the pearly gates of heaven.
Obedience to God from start to finish, is
the only thing that will take people to
heaven.
Obedient children are never left alone.
Jesus Christ, the faithful Shepherd, watches
over them by day and by night. He saves
them from the snares of the wicked one
and gives them grace to overcome, and at
last administers to them an abundant entrance into the everlasting kingdom of our
Lord. Always follow the Saviour in His
footsteps and you shall be safe. Turn a
deaf ear to Satan, and let God speak to
you and you shall abide under the shadow
of the Almighty. Turn your eyes from sin,
and your face heavenward, and you shall
win out in the battle against sin and the
devil. Obey God every step of your way,
and let your life be hid with Christ in God,
and He who never slumbers, will keep you
from falling, and present you faultless before the throne of His glory, when He
shall come to reward His faithful ones
with a crown of glory that fadeth not
away.

The Main Thing
E. E.

Shelhamet

O M E things are more important than
others. Let us put first things first.
The main thing is heart purity.
The main thing is not water but pre.
The main thing is not a big shout in
church, but gentleness at home.
The main thing that proves your liberality is not how much you give, but how
much you have left.
The main thing is not how much zeal
you have for your doctrine, but how much
courtesy you show towards those who oppose you.
The main thing is not are you a "pre"
or a "post," but do your actions prove you
are ready for His coming now.
The main thing is not if you can trust
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God fully, but can He trust you when nob o d y is looking at you?
The main thing for missionaries is not to
teach heads to read or write, but hzarts to
feel saving grace.
The main thing is not are your actions
pure and holy, but are your inner thoughts
and feelings such?
The main thing is not how rich you appear in public, but do others have a hard
time collecting what you owe?
The main thing is not are you able to
•give a needed reproof, but can you take
one well?
The main thing is not how well you can
argue your point, but how you can cease
in order to preserve peace.
The main thing is not simply to suppress
your temper, but have the consciousness
that every unholy feeling is removed.
The main thing is not how gracefully
you can step up to a higher seat, but how
well you behave when compelled to take a
lower one.
The main thing is not how liberal you
appear when with your equals, but are you
close and over-exacting with your inferiors?
The main thing is not how you enjoy
a good meal, but how frequently you praise
your wife's good cooking.
The main thing is not how you freely
pay your hotel bills, but do you leave
something behind when you stop over at
the parsonage.
The main thing is not how you praise
your wife when down town, but how often
do you offer to wash the dishes and sweep
the porch when at home.
The main thing is not how well a young
man behaves when in company, but how
kind he is to his mother and little brother
at home.
The main thing is not how well a young
lady can bake frosted cake, but how she
can make common bread.
The main thing is not how you can
praise your mother when away from home,
but how you can let her rest when ill and
you do the drudgery work without murmuring.
The main thing is not what a nice tomb
stone you put up at your wife's grave but
how soon after her death did you become
silly about another wife.
The main thing is not how many flowers
you had at your loved one's funeral, but
how many did you strew before death.
The main thing is not how you can forgive others, but how you can lovingly forget, instead of remembering the little insults and inattentions of the past.
The main thing is not how nice you act
when strangers are present, but how do you
treat your home-folks when all alone.
The main thing is not how much you
have been saved from, but how much you
have been saved to. There are heights,
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"Graveyard Religion"
E devil has a class of representatives
T Hgoing
about this world today who

have great long sober faces, who are the
supposed representatives of religion. But
in reality they are anything but examples
of true and genuine religion. People who
have mere forms of religion, with sober,
long faces are the agents of false religion.
In the plan of salvation there is no
place for a graveyard religion. A person
who has been resurrected from spiritual
death is full of life and joy; he no longer
lives among the tombs; neither does he
chant the doleful anthems of the dead; there
is springtime in his soul and music everywhere. He will manifest his exuberance of
life by outward demonstrations of joy and
praise.
W h e n a person experiences the baptism
of the Holy Ghost his spiritual graveclothes
are removed and he manifests perfect freedom. If he allows himself to be clothed
again in the habiliments of the tomb he will
lose his spiritual life and become stiff in his
manner and appearance. He will no longer
speak forth the praise of Him who hath
called him from the tomb of spiritual death;
but he will become long-faced and critical.
In all probability he will hold tenaciously
to the letter of the Law, and split hairs
over nonessentials.
It means much to keep spiritual liberty
and freedom. Satan is always on the alert
watching for every opportunity to close the
mouths of those who are showing forth the
praises of God. A real shout from the soul
will bring persecution and reproach. There
is nothing more unpopular than a shout of
praise.
The Psalmist says, "Praise ye the Lord.
Praise ye the Name of the Lord; praise
Him O ye servants of the Lord." It is the
business of all God's servants to praise Him
and not to permit the devil to put straps on
them and to dictate when and whence they
should do it. They should remember that
this is their Blood-bought privilege and
that Satan has no right to interfere.
There is no praising God in the popular
churches to-day. Their members hung
their harps on the willows years ago when
they opened their doors wide and invited
the world to come in. If a person filled
with the Holy Ghost should enter one of

lengths and breadths beyond your fondest
hopes.
The main thing that occurred at Pentecost was not "tongues" of "wind," but
purity. Peter declared that their hearts
were purified by faith. W h y then magnify
outward signs instead of inward grace?

these places and give a true shout of praise,
he would surely be invited out. There can
be no fellowship between righteousness and
unrighteousness, and light has no communion with darkness. N o person can retain
the grace of God in his heart if he refuses
to yield to the dictates of the Holy Spirit,
who may at times prompt him to shout and
praise God in the presence of carnal professors.
There are many benefits derived through
praise. N o one can be full of faith who
does not praise God, and no one can praise
Him without receiving joy in return. The
W o r d says, "The joy of the Lord is your
strength" (Neh. 8:10).
Without real joy in the heart there is no
way to convince the ungodly of the reality
of salvation. The world is full of heartaches and misery, and we must offer people something that will lighten their burdens or we shall not be able to convince
them that we have anything better than
they have.
There is no greater weapon of warfare
than praise. Praise will rout the enemy
when nothing else will. God's people often
make a mistake by just praying continually
without stopping to praise the Lord. It is
easier to bow the head in prayer than to
face the enemy and give a shout. T h e
more a person praises the Lord the stronger
they become in the Lord. W h e n the saint
of God raises a shout of praise be will see
the demons of night slink away into their
dark retreats and he will have a clear spiritual atmosphere to breathe.
I hear some one say, what did Peter
mean when he said "Be sober." Soberness
has an entirely different meaning from
what most people think. W h e n Paul was
arrayed before Festus, he said, "I am not
mad, * * but speak forth the words of truth
and soberness" (Acts 26:25). Festus declared that he was beside himself and that
much learning had made him mad. Paul
had a dignity of bearing that showed him
to be master of himself and the situation
and far from being a weak-minded fanatic.
He spoke forth the words of truth and
soberness. The light conversation of the
worldling is painful to a servant of God.
The habits of years often cling to those
who have come out from the world and become the servants of God. Through the
infirmity of the flesh they often yield to
foolish talking and jesting which robs them
of their power and grieves the Holy Spirit
away, therefore the command is to be sober
and vigilant, because of their adversary the
devil, who walks about like a roaring lion,
seeking whom he may devour. There is
no quicker way of drifting than to indulge
in foolish jesting or unsound words. One
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of the devil's most subtle ways of overcoming new converts and overpowering
them is.to engage them in light conversation. The saints should rebuke one another when they see a tendency to yield to
the temper in this way. "But I say unto
you, That every idle word that men shall
speak, they shall give account thereof in
the day of judgment. For by thy words
thou shalt be justified, and by thy words
thou shalt be condemned" (Matt. 12:36,
37). Let us be careful and speak only
those things which edify the hearers; this
will not hinder him from being joyful and
happy in the service of the Lord and continually showing forth His praises. He
will lose the spirit of praise if he indulges
in light conversation.
At the beginning of the Christian life
a person should put up a standard against
idle words, and in spite of habits he may
have formed he can be an overcomer.
So, let us show forth the praises of Him
who hath redeemed us with His own precious Blood, and be joyful in our service to
Him. Praise is contagious so let us spread
it around wherever we go.
—Mrs. H. R. Pannabecker in Gospel
Banner.

Questions and Answers
E. ]. Broyles
Those who have suffered much have
learned to understand and be understood by
all.
Man's greatest temptation in youth is
sex; in middle age, money.
We are rich only through what we give;
and poor only through what we refuse and
keep. Swetchine Prosperity is no just
scale; adversity is the only balance to
weigh friends.
The questions are as follow:
1. What is the rest of the proverb beginning, "Righteousness exalteth a nation,
but . . . . .?
2. How did Christ illustrate the principle
of thrift?
3. On what occasion did Christ say, "My
Father worketh hitherto, and I work?"
4. Who was Gamaliel?
5. What led to the appointing of the first
deacons?
6. Who were the first deacons appointed?
Answers:
1. "Sin is a reproach to any people."
2. By having the disciples, after the feeding of- the 5,000, gather up the fragments
that nothing be left.
3. When, on the Sabbath, he healed the
man at the Pool of Bethesda, and the Jews
criticized him for working a cure on that
day. John 5:17.
4. A great Jewish rabbi who saved the
apostles when the Sanhedrin sought to kill
them.
5. The apostles found they had no time to
distribute food among the needy.
6. Stephen, Philip, Prochorus, Nicanor,
Timon, Parmenas and Nicolas.
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THE PREACHER'S PAGE
We heartily invite pastors, evangelists, and others to participate in making this department of the paper interesting and helpful by sending us contributions for these
columns. Short articles and illustrations desired.

(1) He is LORD—Signifying Covenant Maker.
(2) He is God—Signifying Creator.
(3) He is The Holy One—Showing
his inherent nature.
c. The Results.
3. The Life of Faith.
2:4
a. Lack of it condemned.
b. People who live by Faith.
c. The New Testament application.
Rom. 1:17; Gal. 3:11; Heb. 10:38.
4. Limitless Glory.
2:14
a. Its Nature—Glory of the LORD.
b. Its place of manifestation or presentation—The Earth.
c. The natural analogy.
5. Outstanding Adoration.
2:20
a. The Person to Whom Given.
b. The place of the LORD'S abode.
c. Its extent—All the Earth.
6. Implicit Trust and Confidence in the
midst of Distress.
3:17-19
a. The Extent of the Distress.
(1) No Fruit.
(2) No Grain.
(3) No Meat.
b. The Outstanding Trust.
c. The Person in whom the trust is
made.

The Minor Prophets
J. A.

Climenhaga

Article Eleven
The book of Habakkuk is one of the most
interesting of the Minor Prophetic books.
By some it has been named "The Riddle of
God's Providence." By others it is called
"The Prophet of Embrace". Either name
is applicable to the book. The riddle contained therein has to do with His treatment
of Babylon. His treatment to His own
chosen ones show God to be a God of Embrace.
It has been said by one writer that "the
book completes the series of writings
threatening judgments upon particular
countries and cities opposed to God and His
people. Obadiah prophesied against Edom,
Jonah and Nahum against Nineveh, and
Habakkuk against Babylon."
This distinctive feature i. e. of Habakkuk prophesying against Babylon should be remembered.
Points of Especial Interest
Some Outstanding Characteristics of the
Book.
1. It is Poetical—Chapter three of Habakkuk and chapter two of Jonah are the
two outstanding poems of
Minor
Prophetic literature. Both of them are
in the form of prayer. One a prayer
of distress and the other a prayer of
praise and exaltation. Both of them
are filled with sublimity.
2. It is a Recorded Dialogue—Chapters
one and two show a dialogue between
God and the prophet. God explains
that man does not live by reason but
by faith.
3. It is Denunciatory—The woes pronounced are as follows:
a. Against extortion. "Woe to him that
increaseth that which is not his! how
long?"
2:5-8
b. Against covetousness. "Woe to him
that coveteth and evil covetousness to
his house."
2:9-11
c. Against iniquitous Waste and Cruelty. "Woe to him that buildeth a town
with blood, and establisheth a city with
iniquity."
2:12-14
d. Against the Drink treating habit.
"Woe to him that giveth his neighbour
drink, etc."
2:15-17
e. Against Idolatry. "Woe to him that
saith unto the wood, Awake; etc."
2:18-19
4. It is striking in its style.
a. Seen in its lofty questions. 1:12-17
b. Seen in its striking conclusion to
the woes pronounced.
2:20
c. Seen in its grand climax. 3:17-19
II Some of the Outstanding texts of the
Book.
1. Incomprehensible workings.
1:5
a. Divine work.
b. A work which will cause wonder.
c. Incredible work.
2. Unchanging Mercy.
1:12
a. God's Immutability shown.
b. God's Nature shown.
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Outline of the Book
The Dialogue
1:1-20
1. The Introduction.
1:1
2. The Prophet's Complaint.
1:2-4
3. The Lord's Reply.
1:5-11
4. The Prophet's Appeal.
1:12; 2:1
5. The Lord's Answer.
2:2-20
II The Prayer-Song of Habakkuk. 3:1-19
1. A Song of Might and Majesty.
3:1-16
2. A Remembrance of Trust. 3:17-19

I

Genesis
The first Book of the Bible is the remarkable preface, as the Apocalypse is the
equally striking conclusion, of the revelations of God. Its office is to present the
germ, in one form or another, of nearly all
the ways of God and man, which we find
separately developed in the succeeding
Books of Scripture; just as the Apocalypse
is the natural close, presenting the ripened
fruits even for eternity of all that had been
sown from the first, the ultimate results of
every intervening interference of God and
of His enemy.
Thus, Genesis sets forth the creation, of
which man is chief (chap. 1); and, adding
(as we ought) the first three verses of
chapter 2, the work and the rest of God,
the principles of moral relationship with
God and His creatures (2); the temptation
of Satan with the fall, and his judgment by
the Seed of the woman; and as in this
chapter (3) sin against God, so in the next
against man—his brother (especially this
against Christ in type), sacrifice and worship, the world and the household of faith

(4); the Heavenly and the earthly testi"monies to the Coming of Christ (5); the
apostasy of man (6); God's warning by His
Spirit, and judgment in the deluge, with the
salvation of a spared remnant in the ark
and mercy to the creature (7); reconciliation in view of the earth and not of man
only (8); God's covenant with creation and
institution of government (9). The history
of the present world is then given in its
early rise and progress (10, 11); the call
and promises of God, and the history of the
called (12); the Heavenly and the earthly
callings (13); the defeat of the confederate
kings of the Gentiles, and the Melchizedec
priesthood (14); the Jewish portion unfolded and confirmed, with the disclosure
of long oppressions previously from those
specially judged, as others also (15); the
typical introduction of the Law or Hagar
covenant (16); the intervention of God's
Grace, sealed by circumcision, and to be
displayed in the heir of promise (17);
whose further announcement is linked with
the Divine judgment about to fall once
more on the yet more guilty world, but
with intercession not in vain for the earthly
people mixed up with the objects of vengeance, as the due place of those who, outside the evil, enjoy communion on high
with God (18); salvation so as by fire out
of the tribulation and judgment which swallow up the ungodly (19); failure of the
faithful in maintaining their real relationship before the world (20); the son of
promise is born, and the child of the flesh
according to the Law, is cast out, followed
by the world's submission instead of reproof (21). Then follows the well-known
shadow of Christ's death, as the provision
of the Father's love and the oath of God
after His resurrection (22); the covenant
form of the blessing disappears (23); and
the calling of the bride for the risen bridegroom, the new thing, ensues (24).
Finally is seen the sovereign call of him,
afterwards named Israel, who is identified
with the sorrows, exile, wandering, but ultimate blessing of that people (25), with the
wonderful episode of his son Joseph, who
is first rejected by his brethren after the
flesh, suffers more still at the hands of the
Gentiles, is next exalted (as yet unknown
to his natural kindred) to the right hand of
the throne; and lastly is owned in glory by
the very brethren who had rejected him,
but who now owe all to his wisdom and
majesty and love.
Genesis is
simplicity to
face, and of
searches into

at once a Book of matchless
him who glides over its surinfinite depth to him who
the deep things of God.
—The Christian's Helper.

"Blessed is the man that walketh not in
the counsel of the ungodly, nor standeth
in the way of sinners, nor sitteth in the
seat o ' the scornful." Psa. 1:1.
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Safe Salvation
Thirteen years ago Bess, a southern
negro, was convicted of assault upon a
white woman and given a sentence of thirty
years in a state penitentiary. Last spring
the woman signed affidavits that Bess was
innocent of the crime, and the governor of
the state pardoned the negro. Then it was
found that the woman had been paid $50
to sign affidavits whose contents were unknown to her. She declared she thought
the paper said only that she forgave Bess.
The governor revoked the pardon and recommitted Bess to prison. It was contended then that the governor had no right
to revoke the pardon once given. The
Supreme Court upheld the contention and
ordered Bess released.
This man was
freed- through a legal technicality. But
once pardoned by the governor he could
never be recommitted.
How much more sure is the salvation o[
the Christian! He is [reed, not through a
legal technicality, but because
another,
Christ, has actually taken his place, has
actually pa.d the penalty of his sins, which
was death. He is freed, pardoned, saved.
The Supreme Court of heaven declares
that there is no law in the universe whereby he can be recommitted. Christ was
"delivered for our offenses, and was raised
for our justification" (Rom. 4:25). "If the
Son therefore shall make you free, ye shall
be free indeed" (John 8:36).
—Guy Edward Mark.

The Work of the Ministry
Every God-called preacher is a God-sent
man. He is sent to bear the glad tidings
of Salvation. It matters little where he
begins to preach—he must somewhere in
that message come to the road that leads
to the doctrine of a crucified, risen, ascended and coming Saviour. How happy a
preacher can be that he's not sent to preach
psychology but salvation; that the purpose
of his ministry is not to discourse upon
economics, but evangelism; that his ministry is not primarily to be given to reform,
but to redemption, which in itself will be
the cure and bring about a moral and spiritual reformation in the lives of men and
women; that he's not to merely culture
folks, but to preach that they might be converted; that it is not human progress that
he is to elucidate, but pardon which was
brought forth on Calvary's cross. N o r is
he to be concerned with a new social
order, no matter how meritorious may be
some of its teachings, but he is to be concerned with the new birth—that men and
women be born again; nor is his message
to be about reformation, but regeneration
—not renovation but revival. He is not
sent forth to merely teach the resuscitation
of a few souls, but to preach the resurrec-
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tion of Christ, and that through that resurrection, men and women can be a new creation.
The preacher is primarily an ambassador
for Christ. He does not go forth as a diplomat, but he goes forth as a message
bearer. That message cannot be compromised if it shall bring forth the most good
for God. Our Lord said, He came not to
send peace, but a sword, and the pure Gospel of the Christian ministry, when it is declared in its clear-cut demands, is bound
to bring some criticism. On the other hand,
when that ministry and witness is unctionized by the Holy Spirit, it will also bring
results in the salvation of souls.

The Miracle
"At the crossroads bazaar in an Indian
city a native pastor stood up to preach. A
crowd was quick to gather. At the edge
of the throng stood two Brahmans, selfsatisfied, aloof. The preacher made extraordinary claims for his faith. He talked
about Jesus. He described the miracles.
The Brahmans laughed. One shouted:
' 'These miracle stories are very fine for
the people of the bazaar. But I don't believe them. Show us one today.'
' ' W h a t do you mean by miracles?' the
preacher inquired. 'Would you consider
it miraculous if an untouchable scavenger
should rise to a place of learning where
even Brahmans would listen to his teachings?'
' " I would.'
" 'In me,' said the preacher, 'there is just
such a miracle. I have been brought from
the lowest of the low by the miracle of
Christ in India.'"

Glory
The glory of a thing, says Bunyan, is its
purity, sweetness, comeliness and perfection. The sun's glory is light, youth's glory
is strength, and gray hairs the glory of age.
For the body "sown in weakness" to arise
"in glory" is to be raised in all the beauty
and completeness possible to possess,
where the features and members of the
new body are inconceivably beautiful.
W h e r e science speaks of improvement,
Christianity speaks of renovation; where
science speaks of development, Christianity speaks of sanctification; where science
speaks of progress, Christianity speaks of
perfection. W h e r e in the whole vocabulary of science are the terms to match these
three—incorruption, glory, power?
•—J. O. Thompson. -

'To Hide the Dirt!'
One day a school inspector was visiting
a school and he arose to give a talk to the
boys and girls. He chose the subject of
"Patriotism," and, as he proceeded, he
pointed to the American flag that was
draped on the wall, and asked impressively,
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" W h a t is that flag hanging there for?" A
boy replied, " T o hide the dirt."
So many people wear the badge and emblem of Christian discipleship just to cover
up some blemish, weakness, or fault in their
lives. Tre real work of the Cross is to
blot out sin, not to cover it up.
•—Missionary Workers.

God's Love Letter
An Australian author, Miss Manning,
had loved and been loved in return. Her
lover was going to India, and wished to
bare his heart. He wrote her and asked her
not to reply if she could not let him hope.
If she sent no answer, he would take her
silence not as giving consent, but denial.
Miss Manning found no fault with this letter, but wrote her reply and sent it within
the hour. It was a pouring wet day, and
her brother undertook to take the letter to
the village post office. Her lover never
came and she never saw him again.
Some years after she heard of his marriage, and of his remaining on in India,
where he had an honorable and prosperous
career. Twenty-five years later, the Manning family moved into a new house, and
an old coat belonging to the brother was
brought out into the light. W h e n the
pockets were turned out there the letter
was, yellow and crumpled, but with the
seal unbroken and the stamp untouched.
The culprit was never told, and the lost
lover never knew!
J
r.

Let us see that, at all costs, God's lope
letter to the world, which he has instrusted to us, we do not leave undelivered.'
—The Dawn.

How Music Is Made
A visitor to Amsterdam wished to hear
the famous chimes of St. Nicholas. He
ascended to the tower of the church, and
there he found a man with wooden gloves,
pounding on a keyboard. All he could
make out was a deafening clatter overhead. He wondered why the people talked
about the magic chimes. But all the while,
there floated out across the city the most
entrancing music. Travelers were thrilled
and workmen made glad.
So from seeming noise and confusion
sweet music flows to those afar.
History
and experience bears witness to the truth.
The blood of the martyrs has always been
the seed of the church. Tribulation still
worketh faith, hope, love, and a hope that
maketh not ashamed (Rom. 5:3-5).
—J. E. Williamson.
"Folks who see no need of repentance
behold a God away off in the Heavens, but
those who see themselves as God does, are
found at the feet of Jesus, weeping in contrition."
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BOOK-LONG—On May 20, 1937 a t 2:00 p. m.
at the Upland Brethren in Christ Church;
there occurred the marriage of Eldon E. Book,
son of Eld. and Sr. M. M. Book, Abilene, Kans.,
to Roberta J. Long, daughter of Bro. and Sr.
Bert Long of Abilene, Kans. Eld. Alvin C.
Burkholder, officiating minister. May God's
blessing rest upon this union.
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Attention of General Conference Secretary

MoDONAIiD-SMITH—On Thursday evening
a t 8:00 o'clock, April 22, 1037, a t the home of
the bride's parents, Bro. and Sr. Cyril Smith
of. Altoona, Penn., there occurred the marriage
of their daughter Anna Kathryn to James R.
McDonald of Breezewood, Pa. The ceremony
was performed by Eld. J. Howard Feather in
the presence of relatives and friends. May
the blessing of God attend them through life.
HAAS-ALDERFER—On May 15, 1937 at
8-.00 p. m. a t the Upland Brethren in Christ
Church, there occurred the marriage of Fleming B. Haas, son of Bro. and Sr. Emmuel Haas
of Abilene, Kansas, to Pearl Alderfer, daugh-

(Continued from page 195)
given in all of these various meetings were
encouraging.
On Friday morning, the Conference was
called to order at nine o'clock. The choice
of Moderator being the first item of business, Bish. E. J. Swalm of Duntroon, Ontario, was duly elected to the chair, with
Bish. C. N . Hostetter, Sr., first assistant
and his son, Bish, C. N . Hostetter, Jr.,
upon whom the responsibility of district
oversight has so recently fallen, elected as
second assistant.
The General Conference Secretary then
announced the clerical staff which was
composed of C. W . Boyer, recording secretary; Henry N . Hostetter, assistant recording secretary; Enos H. Hess, reading
clerk; Homer G. Engle, assistant reading
clerk.
After prayer, Scripture reading and
opening remarks by the Moderator, Conference proceeded to business. One of the
first and most important items with which
the delegates had to deal this year was the
revision, completion and adoption of the
new Constitution and By-Laws. A seemingly satisfactory goal was reached in
these revisions in the Saturday morning
session, and in accordance with the petition
from Pennsylvania State Council, the
Constitution was tentatively adopted by an
almost unanimous vote of Conference members present and on motion, the old Constitution and By-Law rulings were waived;
and those incorporated in the new Constitution made operative for the 1937 Conference. A further action on the part of
Conference designated August 1, 1937 as
the date when the new Constitution and
By-Laws become operative throughout the
Church. These decisions operative this
new Constitution beginning with the
above date until the Conference of 1939,
at which time the final vote will be taken
to ratify its adoption.
Among other items of immediate interest was a recommendation presented by
the Executive Board and adopted by the
Conference, that, the Conference Minutes
and Handbook of Missions are to be paid
out of the funds gathered by the general
assessment levied from time to time upon
each member of the Church, the amount of
which this year is to be 25c per member,
and is paid by the respective districts to
the General Executive Board Treasurer.

Conference granted a petition from
"California State Council, requesting reprinting of Dr. W . O. Baker's article on
"Feet Washing" and Eld. Jesse Engle's
article on "Baptism."
The adoption of a new Sunday School
standard should be received with appreciation by all lovers of the Sunday School,
a copy of which will be printed in the Conference Minutes and also in another issue
of this paper. :
The names and addresses of the treasurers of the different Church Boards will
be found in the first column of this page.
The last session of Conference was held
on Monday evening, June 7th, at which
time according to new Constitution and
By-Laws, the Moderator was elected to
serve for the Conference of 1938 D. V.
This election resulted in the choice of Bish.
C. N . Hostetter, Sr. of Washington Boro,
Pa., who will sign necessary documents
and other matter pertaining to the business of the Church during the interim and
will take charge of General Conference,
which is scheduled to convene at the
Wainfleet Church, near Welland, Ontario,
in June, 1938.
During Conference sessions, greetings
were extended by the Ministerial Association of Mt. Joy, Penn., and an appreciation to our ministering brethren who spake
in the various churches of the surrounding
community on Sunday morning and evening of June 6th. A vote of thanks expressed to the Donegal District, and especially the Cross Roads Church, the sincere
appreciation voiced by all in attendance at
Conference, of the splendid hospitality and
cordial welcome given them during Conference sessions. A vote of thanks was
also tendered to the various young people's
groups and others for the special singing
given while meals were being served and
in the various programs rendered.

The Bible
Within these pages you will find
A free salvation, for mankind
Procured by Christ on Calvary,
And offered now to you and me.
This Book doth comfort in distress,
It cheers us when in loneliness:
Reproves us when we go astray
And leads us back to God's own way.
Though man may scoff and criticize,
'Twill never change howe'er he tries;
For God's own Word shall stand for aye,
Though heaven and earth may pass away,
Thrice happy they, who trust the One
Of whom it speaks, God's blessed Son,
To them, eternal life is given
And when Christ comes, a home in Heaven.
—Olive Luff.
"O L O R D my God, in thee do I put my
trust: save me from all them that persecute
me, and deliver me." Psa. 7:1.
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Bethel Quartette sang "My Mother's Prayers."
"Triubtes to Mother" by Alberta Gish.
Abilene Jr. Quartette sang "When Mother
Prayed."
Many of the mothers expressed their appreciation to the young people for such a fine
Mother's Day program.
An offering was taken for Sr. Mary Heisey
at the Harrisburg home.

Eshelman and family with us at Silverdale in
the morning and at Souderton in the evening
on the 23d of May. Bro. Eshelman used the
12th of Hebrews vs. 1 and 2; Heb. 6:18-19:
Heb. 10:22, 23, as a basis for his sermon at
Silverdale.
In the evening the brother had for the main
thought "This Man." He read from St. Luke
15:2; St. John 7:46; St. Duke 23:4; Matt. 21:10:
and St. John 18:40. He spoke of Queen Victoria of England who was such a great ruler.
The reason for this was she knew, "this Man",
Christ Jesus.
May God encourage their hearts and give
them a double portion of blessing in winning
souls for the Master.
l o v e Peast—Rev. Wesley Martin of Akron,
Penn., Rev. Allen Tennis of Lititz, Penn..
Bish. Jacob Ginder of Manheim, Penn., Bish.
E. J. Swalm of Canada, Eld. William Asper of
Shippensburg, Penn., and Eld. William Keeley
of Philadelphia, Penn., and our Graterford
ministering brethren with Bish. J. K. Bowers
in charge, met with us at our love feast at
Silverdale on the 29th and 30th of May. We
surely had a good love feast and were fed
with spiritual food.
Bro. Martin read from the 4th chapter of
Ephesians and admonished us in a kindly way
how we should live. We need faith—then feeling.
Bro. Tennis spoke on the perfecting of the
saints and unity. The heart needs to be
changed. We should put off the old man and
put on the new Man. Come out! Come in!
A spiritual testimony was in charge of Eld.
Asper. Bish. Jacob Ginder led in prayer. Bish.
E. J. Swalm read the first sixteen versos of
the 11th chapter of I Corinthians.
He said
the teaching was plain. He also said man
was the head of the woman and the head of
man is Christ, and the head of Christ is God.
When woman is at the head—it doesn't look
right and the woman isn't happy.
Bish. Jacob Ginder read from the 17th vs.
of the 11th chapter of I Corinthians. The
brother said we should judge this fellow
(meaning ourselves).
On Sunday morning, we still had Bish.
Swalm and Eld. Asper with us of those who
came from a distance. After a good testimony meeting in charge of Eld. E. C. Rosenberger, Bro. Swalm read from the 7th chapter
of Acts from the 47th verse to the end of the
chapter. He took his text from the 58th and
59th verses. Stephen and Saul were alike
in zeal, courage and sincerity but Saul was
self righteous and no doubt this was his first
introduction to Christianity.
The first impression we receive from someone is hard to
erase. "Whenever God removes a Stephen
there is a Saul coming up over the horizon."
Eld. Asper followed. He spoke of Jesus
standing at the stoning of Stephen. Jesus was
interested in the early church.
Bish. E. J. Swalm gave a peace lecture at
the Souderton High School Auditorium on Sunday afternoon.
On Sunday evening the topic for the Young
People's meeting was "The Bible."
Bish.
Swalm spoke on the four gospels and Acts and
Bro. Patfield on the remaining chapters of the
New Testament.
May God's blessing rest upon those who
ministered to us and also on the hearers and
those who could not meet with us.
George Benner.
NOTICE
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Our Mail Bag
City Missions
Altoona Mission, 613 Fourth Ave., Altoona, Perm., In charge
of H. G. Miller and wife; Emma Crider.
Buffalo Mission, 25 Hawley St., Buffalo, N. Y., In charge
of E. C. Bossert and wife.
Chicago Mission, 6039 Halsted St., Chicago, 111., In charge of
Sarah H. Bert, Supt.; C. J. Carlson, Pastor; Avas Carlson;
Harriet Gough; Alice K. Albright; Rosa Eyster.
Dayton Mission, 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio, In charge of
W. H. and Susie Boyer, fiva Dick, Angellne Cox.
Philadelphia Mission, 3423 N. 2nd St, Philadelphia, Penn., in
charge of Barbara Hitz, Mary Sentz.
San Francisco Mission, 948 Haight St., San Francisco, Calif.,
in charge of Walter Beighard and wife; Anna Mary Boyer;
Grace Plum.
Welland Mission, 38 Elizabeth St., Welland, Ont., In charge
of Jonathan Lyons and wife, Elizabeth Bmbakcr, Mary Lyons.

Rural Missions
Houghton Mission, Et. 1, Tillsonburg, Ont., Can., in charge of
Edward Gilmore and wife, Idellus Sider.
Kentucky—Albert H. Engle, Supt.
Fairview—Hershey Grainm and wife; Ellen Kanode; Sara
Brubaker.
Garlin—Albert H. Engle and wife; Imogene Snider.
Home Evangel—J. Paul George and wife; Anna Mae Stauffer.
Gladwin, Michigan—
Mt. Carmel, in charge of Charles Nye and wife.
Oak Grove, in charge of Mclvin Stauffer.
Paddockwood Mission, Meath Park Station, Saskatchewan, in
charge of Albert Cober and wife, and Helen Bowers.
Riddlesburn Mission, Ricidlesburg, Penn., in charge of S. Iola
Dixon; Bertha Wingert.

Mission Pastorates
Granville, Penn., in charge of John A. Climenhaga.
Orlando, Florida, in charge of Floyd M. Wingert.
Saxton and Sherman Valley, Penn., in charge of Roscoe Ebersdle.
Sylvatus, Virginia, in charge of D. E. Jennings.

Orphanages
Messiah Orphanage, Florin, Penn., Bro. Paul B. Wolgemuth,
Steward, and Sr. Ehoda Wolgemuth, Matron.
Mt. Carmel Home, Morrison, 111., in charge of Sr. Katie Bollinger and workers.

Old Peoples' Home
Messiah Home, in charge of Joseph L. Musser, Steward and
Lydia Musser, Matron, with Eld. Graybill Wolgemuth and
wife in charge of the spiritual phase of the work.
2001 Paxton St., Ilarrishurg, Penn.

NOTICE
Someone has suggested t h a t a great deal of
Interest would he added to reports if the correspondent's name were printed with the report. I n the past, many of our correspondents
have requested t h a t their name he withheld
and the report he run with the word "Correspondent" only following. In the future
names of correspondents will he printed with
the report, and we shall he glad to have all
submit their names in proper form with the
report. Thank you.
NURSES WANTED
WANTED: Practical nurse for the care of
Martha Heisey and other nursing a t the
Messiah Home during the month of August.
Address information to Miss Martha Bosenherger, 2001 Paxton St., Harrishurg, Penn.
R E P O R T OF T H E BELLSPE1NG LOVE
PEAST A N D MOTHER'S D A Y P R O G R A M
The Bellspring love feast was held May the
8th and 9th. The Saturday afternoon messages were given by Bro. Joel Carlson of Abilene, Kansas and Bro. Christ Fry of Zion Dist.,
both messages were given forth in spirit and
power. The communion services were held
Saturday evening a t 7:30. The Sunday morning message was given by Bro. M. M. Book.
After dinner the young people gave a Mother's Day program in honor of the mothers.
The church was crowded with mothers and
fathers to hear the Mother's Day program.
The young people appreciated this full house
very much.
Carnations were given to the two oldest
mothers in each of the five congregations.
The program opened with the congregation
singing from the Church Hymns.
Scripture by Newell Bert. Bellspring quartette sang, "If I Could Hear My Mother Pray."
"The Origin of Mother's Day" by Cora Longanecker.
Zion Quartette sang "Mother's Prayers."
"Honor Our Mothers" by Melvin Bowers.
Reading by Velma Crawford.
Rosebank Quartette sang, "Cling to the Bible, My Boy."
"Ideal Mothers" by Jewell Hass.

MY TESTIMONY
By the Lord's help, I will write a few lines
by way of testimony for the "Visitor." I will
greet you all with Psa. 34. This psalm has become a precious one to me. When we are filled with the love of God and the Holy Ghost
rules and guides our lives, we will have the
victory over sin and Satan. We will know by
experience that Jesus is our never failing
friend.
I do praise and magnify Him this evening
for His daily presence with me. I am so
glad He cleansed me from the sinful, worldly pleasures, the lusts of the flesh, the lust
of the eyes and the pride of life as I Jno. 2:16
says. I am so glad there is victory in Jesus
Christ and in these last days when sin is all
around. The old Gospel salvation isn't a
thing of the past, it holds and works in our
lives if we give God a chance in these last
days as it did in days of yore.
In these last days it is so needful that we
know we are really down on the solid rock,
Christ Jesus, and have the power of the Holy
Ghost guiding our lives daily, for I know by
experience it's a life worth living. Hallelujah,
But I am so unworthy!
But my heart goes out for those who are
going down in the sins of the day that have
come in our country. How the dear young
people, as well as the older, are going pleasure mad, and as fast as the unlocked wheels
of time can take them into sin of all kinds.
Nothing seems too sinful any more to them.
I am so glad I can recommend the Gospel
way to any one, for it makes every one happy
and it does stand all the tests, trials, persecutions, and discouragements that the devil does
present. I praise the dear Lord, he is a conquered foe.
I know the devil knows his time is very
short. Let us, who know the Saviour, and
have the victory, keep true to our Guide, and
be real examples of the Christ in these last
days, so that- no one will be deceived by our
lives. I will close with Rom. 8:37-39.
Tour sister in Christ,
Elsie E. Grove,
Manheim, Penn.
ACTIVITIES AT SOUDERTON, PENN.
The Grantham M. B. C. Male Chorus rendered us a program a t the Souderton meeting
house on the 24th of April. The meeting was
very well attended and the young men sang
from their hearts. Their program was appreciated by all.
Quite a number were at Silverdale on Sunday morning. Bro. Mark Winger gave a missionary talk and Bro. Zercher led in a song.
The Young People's Society of Philadelphia
met with us at Souderton on Sunday afternoon on the 2nd of May. Bro. James Stump
was chairman. "Safety and security of God's
people lies in service-warriors for the Master,
old and young." Invocation by Bro. Watkins
—84th Psalm.
Sr. S. G. Engle spoke on the Bible. She said.
"Read it over, God will give light." "It begins with life and ends with life." "Jesus is
the source of all life." "It is the solution for
every problem and the only weapon of conflict."
Reading by Rebecca Shock on "The
Man Who Died for Me."
Bish. S. G. Engle said we look to young
people for what they're going to be—middleaged for what they are now—older people for what they once were. He spoke of
David meeting the giant and also of David's
slaying a lion and a bear. He said it is not
a matter of size with God, but relationship
with God. "Don't put on someone else's attire,
but use tried armor."
Opportunities often come in disguise and
when neglected, bring sorrow and remorse and
stricken conscience. Also obstacles from Satan often come in disguise. "Training comes
along the line of duty. We need to have a living faith to accomplish that which man says
cannot be done. Sorrow is often a hand extended in love."
Selections of song were given by quartets
and junior girls. May God's blessing rest upon them.
Sr. Rebecca Bishop, of Hatfield, was baptized
at Pricks by Bish. Jacob K. Bowers on the
16th of May. May the blessing of God rest
upon her and her family.
We were privileged to have Eld. Charles

Special meetings will begin a t the Rosebank
Church, Waterloo County, Ontario, on Sunday,
June 20th, with Elder Simon Cober in charge.
—HP. J. Wiebe.

BIBLE CONFERENCE PROGRAM
Program for Bible Conference and Sunday School meeting to be held at Martinsburg Brethren in Christ Church, June 26th
and 27th, 1937.
SATURDAY
Forenoon Session
9:30 Devotional.
9:45 Book Study, James—Bish. C. N.
Hostetter, Jr.
10:30 Reading.
Message in song.
10:45 Solving the problems of the home—
Eld. C. H. Moyer.
11:30 Dismissal.
Afternoon Session
1:30 Devotional.
1:45 Book Study, James—Bish. C. N.
Hostetter, Jr.
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Message in Song.
Self Denial—Eld. C. H. Moyer.
Dismissal.
Esther Pucket Bonham
Evening Session
7:15 Devotional.
7:30 Book Study, III John—Bish. C. N. |
O U I S E A U S T I N was up with the first H e can reach you in the open country.
Hostetter, Jr.
•"-'
signs of dawn.
You will have a better chance at least to
Message in Song.
"If I still believed in such things," she hear His 'still small voice' if the voices of
8:00 Sermon, Hebrews 6:1—Eld. C. H.
Moyer.
reflected, "I'd probably say this trip was the city are hushed for awhile."
providentially arranged—it's so unexpectSUNDAY
Unwonted and unexpected, the truth
Forenoon Session
ed."
like an arrow pierced her heart, shattered
9:00 Sunday School Session.
She dressed quickly and then hurried to her self-complacency completely.
She
10:00 The Mission of the Sunday School— the small kitchennette to prepare a lunch. tightened the reins. "And that, instead of
Eld. C. H. Moyer.
10:45 Sunday School Worship & Extension While she made sandwiches of buttered to-morrow's being a holiday, is why he so
toast and scrambled eggs, memory held up graciously offered me his horse to ride to—Bish. C. N. Hostetter, Jr.
11:30 Dismissal.
a picture of a herd of Jerseys in a meadow, day," she reflected, more deeply touched
a flock of hens in a barnyard, and an apple than she was wdling to admit, even to herAfternoon Session
1:30 Devotional.
orchard back of a garden. She sighed.
self.
1:45 Children's Meeting—Sr. Anna HosAfter hastily brushing up the crumbs she
She called the dog and rode away. Coltetter.
2:15 Defective Teaching in The S. S.— had dropped, she tiptoed to the half-open lie had been her own at the Austin farm,
Bish. C. N. Hostetter, Jr.
door of her parents' bedroom where, in the and Bird her special pet. But the horse
Message in Song.
dim light, she saw her father kneeling by
2:45 The Sunday School Teacher's Re- an open Bible. Hearing her stop at the with other personal property had gone to
pay a debt and the dog had accompanied
sponsibility—Eld. C. H. Moyer.
door, he arose and said softly, "Daughter, the horse. Then a commercial school had
3:30 Dismissal.
I hope this trip may prove a blessing to secured a position for her, and the family
Evening Session
you."
decided to leave the farm and move into
7:00 Devotional.
7:15 Message to Young People, "Ideal
Lest he say more she interrupted quick- a three-room apartment in the city.
Character Building"—Eld. C. H. ly, "I plan to spend the night with Mrs.
As she reached the outskirts of the city
Moyer.
Alton. Any word you want to send to she stopped, looked back at the blue veil
Message in Song.
:00 Sermon, "Where is your Faith"— her or to Don and his young wife?"
that enshrouded it, and sighed. Then pur* Bish. C. N. Hostetter, Jr.
"None that I can think of," he answered posely she chose a country road that she
slowly,,as she crossed the room and stood might enjoy its beauty. But on and on she
TESTIMONY
by his side.
traveled with no thought of her surroundGreeting to the "Visitor" family:
"Kiss Mother for me, and I'll not wake ings. Strange how memory flaunts forgot"Christ Jesus is my all in all,
her," she whispered. Then, touching her ten incidents, or visions of familiar faces.
My comfort and my love
My life below, and He shall be
lips lightly to his wrinkled forehead, she For instance, there was Don Alton, her
My joy and crown above."
continued, "I'll return sometime to-morrow; playmate and lifelong friend. She had callI know there is nothing else in this life that
can satisfy like Jesus. Outside of Him there until then, good-by."
ed him a hayseed, a back number, the day
is no Peace, Joy, no promise of Heaven, no
Hurrying from the room she snatched up they had graduated from college, all besafe abiding place. Praise be to Him for lifting me out of sin's gutter; I thank Him, for her lunch and her gloves from a chair cause he would not leave the farm.
each day He saves me from sin. O what a
blessing He is to me. It is only as we abide where she had dropped them and started
"Not a hayseed," he h a d answered
and keep on abiding in Him t h a t we can prove to the home of the best friends she had in
Him ever faithful.
Temptations may come,
calmly,
"just a man doing God's will, and
tests are sure, but our trust can be stayed on the city.
.Him. Only in Him it is possible to keep ourI know His way is best."
selves unspotted from the world. "WhatsoTom McClure and his wife met her at
"One can do His will in the city," she
ever is born of God overcometh the world."
My Heavenly Father has led me safe into His the steps. "Bird's saddled and waiting," he had retorted.
fold and surely I can t r u s t Him for the fu- greeted. Then added proudly, "He'll carry
ture. He is the One who never makes a mis"One can," he had replied quickly, "protake. 'The Lord is my helper therefore I will you over the ground like a swallow—he's
vided that one has not been assigned a
not fear what man shall do unto me." I
not
forgotten
he
was
raised
in
your
barn."
praise Him for taking out the old and putting
task elsewhere." Then he had added sadin it's place a new heart and a new song—
As the three crossed the small yard Mr. ly, "If you ever need a friend remember I'm
something far better and worthwhile. I thank
Him for ambitions to serve and live for Him McClure whistled to his dog. "He'll be
one."
only.
"Lead me, O Lord, in Thy righteousness— company and help in case you need him,"
She paid no attention to a rabbit Collie
he said.
make Thy way straight before my face."
chased across the road, but instead, repeat"I'll put my whole heart in His service,
Louise mounted. As he handed her the ed with a sigh, "provided that one has not
And do all He asketh of me;
I mean to live holy and blameless—
reins and patted the horse's neck she lean- been assigned a task elsewhere."
A Christian indeed will I be."
ed forward and said, "I want to know just
W i t h his head down as if he shared the
Tour sister in Christ,
why you suggested this trip." Then she mood of his rider, Bird plodded slowly on
Leora Kanode.
added quickly, " W h e n I left the farm I as she reflected, "Oh, I need a friend now,
BRETHREN IN CHRIST CHURCH
vowed I'd never return. But for several one who could tell me what to do! If only
Palmyra, Penn.
months I've been so homesick to see the I had not taken my life into my own hands
On Conference Sunday, June 6, 1937, we had
as guest minister, Eld. Homer G. Engle of old home once more that I just couldn't re- and said no to my conscience!" Then
Abilene, Kansas. We appreciated his mes- sist this temptation to go. But the thing
sage.
glancing at the sky she murmured, "I wish
A tent evangelistic campaign has been an- that astonishes me is that you offered me I could feel again that God is everywhere,
nounced to start July 3, 1937 at Carmany's
Grove, one mile south of Campbelltown, along your horse to ride fifteen miles on Sunday as Mr. McClure suggested. But I can't
the road leading to Bachmanville, leaving instead of inviting me to go to church."
and there is no use to try."
Campbelltown at Dissinger's Store. Eld. ' J.
A. Climenhaga and wife will conduct the meetMr. McClure's words were carefully
She sighed again and tightened the reins,
ings.
—Ethan A. Kreider Cor.
chosen when he answered, "You have quit turned to the right, leaving the country
"Arise, shine; for thy light is come, and going to church and would have declined road, and started east over a highway that
the glory of the L O R D is risen upon the invitation had I given it. But, my child, glistened like a silver thread under the
thee." Isa. 60:1.
God is everywhere. And it may be that slanting rays of the rising sun.
2:45
3:30
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Faster and faster became the rhythmic
beats of the horse's fleeting hoofs. Collie,
just in front of him, kept his long, shaggy
body out of reach by only a few feet while
Louise was unmindful of either.
Five years before, she had seen afar off
the silvery glitter of the city. And its
color, its sparkle, its beauty had overshadowed all else. In order to satisfy the
longing of the career she had closed her
ears to the voice of the Spirit and had
hardened her heart against God's will. For
awhile the glamor of the city was entrancing. Then the heartaches came.
It was high noon when she reached the
old homestead. D o n Alton, the superintendent, was dismissing the Sunday School
as she passed the little country church
where she used to sing. If it had been
earlier she probably would have stopped
at the church.
Dismounting at the sagging gate she
threw Bird's reins over the pommel of the
saddle and then crossed her hands on top
of the square, stone post. Dropping her
chin upon them she gave herself up to
memories too poigant for utterance.
Collie squeezed his shaggy body through
the partly open gate, whined and wagged
his bushy tail as if begging Louise to follow. But instead she stood motionless as
she reflected, "It's a dangerous thing to
plan one's life and leave God out. And
that's just what I've done. He meant for
me to work in this part of His vineyard,
and I knew it, but I wanted a more attractive place. Then I doubted His exisence,
and my heart has been like the old home—
empty. But to-day those doubts have vanished and, oh, what would I give to be
what I once was!"

"Yes" to her Maker, and raising her head
First, He gave Henrich peace in his own
she sang softly, "Lead, Kindly Light." The ' heart, so that he no longer feared the presburden lifted, the joy of the Divine Pres- ence of the armed men. Quietly he came
ence returned, and she arose.
forth from his hiding-place, and walking
At the gate she found Don Alton wait- right out into the midst of the circle of
angry soldiers, he knelt down at the feet
ing. He had seen her pass the church.
"I've come home to stay," she greeted, of his trembling father and prayed: " O ,
holding out her hand. "I tried to lift my- Thou merciful Saviour, make these soldiers
self into a place God meant for another, merciful to us, and may they obtain mercy
from Thee!"
and failed."
"I knew you'd come back," he answered
The soldiers looked upon the child in
quickly, as he shook her hand. Then he amazement; they had never seen or heard
added more slowly, "God's plans never anything like it before. Scenes of their
change no matter how much we may hin- own childhood days rose up before them;
der them."—Light and Life Evangel.
they looked at one another wondering what
was next to be done. Henrich having finished his prayer, continued kneeling in the
Henrich's Prayer
circle, which was now one of perfect siW h e n the army of Napoleon w a s lence. At last one of the astonished solmarching through Europe,
conquering diers, turned to the rest and said, "Commany of its countries, and carrying death rades, let us go. God is in a house where
and desolation to many of its homes, a the children can pray." Then addressing
regiment of French soldiers entered an old Henrich's father, he said, "Weaver, we do
quiet town in Silesia late one afternoon. not mean to do you any harm." Then putThe appearance of so many armed warriors ting his hand in his belt, he drew forth a
produced great alarm among the peaceful coin, and throwing it down said, "Here,
inhabitants, and their fears were vastly in- take that," and then left the house, the rest
creased when they were informed that following him in silence.

Bird nipped the tender grass, and the
dog, on his haunches, waited inside the
gate. T h e city again bid high for Louise
with its gold and silver, its modern conveniences, and its gay life. She touched
with deep interest a bank book, one she always carried, for she had saved as much
as she could. The old ambition to make
money and to win recognition for herself
was pitted against God's will.
Back of the garden stood an apple tree,
her former place of secret prayer. Rank
vegetation nearly hid the path she had
made to it, and with a sense of great loss
she remembered how few had been the
secret prayers in the city—other things
had crowded in. She had left out that
which is most worth while.
Collie thumped the ground with his tail
and whined again, as if begging her once
more to follow him. For a moment longer
she hesitated then passed through the gate
and started down the path, the dog leaping
and barking before her as he used to do.
Under the apple tree she kneeled down,
and Collie waited near while she prayed.
At last she was only too glad to say,

V I S I T O R

they must provide food and lodging for the
soldiers in their houses for that night. The
soldiers were drawn up in the market
place, and from there drafted off in lots of
five, eight, and ten, to the houses of the inhabitants.
A party of eight stalwart men was sent
to the house of a poor weaver, who could
barely find food for his own large family
of young children.
The soldiers demanded that he shoud
supply them with bread, meat, and beer,
and prepare lodgings for them that night.
The poor man knew it was useless to complain, but he assured them he had nothing
to give them, else it would be at their disposal. On hearing this the soldiers were
very angry, and threatened to destroy the
house and everything in it, unless he at
once complied with their demands.
While all this was going on, a little fellow named Henrich, not quite seven years
of age, had crept behind the kitchen stove
to hide from the armed soldiers.
He heard all that they threatened to do,
and was greatly afraid, not so much for
himself, as for his dear father, whom the
soldiers threatened to shoot as an enemy,
for refusing to provide them with what
they demanded. Henrich loved his father,
and he knew and loved the Lord Jesus.
Kneeling behind the stove, he clasped his
little hands, raising his eyes to Heaven,
and prayed for help from Heaven. Though
only a child, Henrich knew God was able
t o save him and his father's house, so he
cried to God to deliver them from the cruel
threats of the French warriors. And God
who hears the young raven's cry, heard the
cry of that young believer's heart.
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You may be sure Henrich was kissed all
round that night, and when all was over,
the family knelt round the floor, while the
father gave thanks to God for the great
deliverance He had wrought.
A saved child may be the honored instrument to effect great things. This little
boy, saved in his early days, had learned
the value of prayer, and God honored his
simple faith and fearless confession, in delivering his father's house.

"Niggertoes"
Cream nuts, or what we commonly call
"niggertoes," are the seeds of a majestic
and beautiful tree of the family of Myrtacae. It grows to a height of from one hundred to one hundred and twenty feet and
abounds on the banks of the Orinoco river
in the northern part of South America. The
seed vessel is a round, woody pericarp almost as large as a man's head, within which
are many of the seeds or nuts.
The pericarp is very heavy and solid,
requiring the blow of a hammer to break it.
When this is ready to fall it is dangerous to walk under the tree. The seeds which
are popularly called nuts, vary from eighteen to twenty-four in each pericarp and are
wrinkled and triangular, having a hard
shell and a pure white kernel, which, when
fresh is very agreeable. These nuts yield
a large quantity of oil which is good for
burning.
Another nut esteemed superior to the Brazil nut is that of the monkey-pot tree,
which is produced in a pericarp resembling
a rusty iron pot with a lid. The lid drops
off, letting out the seeds which are oblong
and grooved. They are sometimes known
as paradise nuts, but have not yet become a
common article of commerce, as the tree
grows chiefly in the interior parts of the
country.—Publisher Unknown.
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FOREIGN MISSIONS
Bulawayo, South Africa
P. O. Box 711
M a y 5, 1937
Dear Readers of the Visitor:
"Except the Lord bu'.ld the house they
labour in vain that build it." W e were reminded of the above Scripture many times
while building our new home. T h e Scripture is true of Spiritual and material building. Only that which has the approval of
God will in the final testing time stand.
T w o years ago it was decided that a
home for the General Superintendent of
the Church's work in Africa should be
built. It was decided to build at a spot
about eight-tenths of a mile west of Matopo Mission. Those who have been on
the Field will perhaps remember the gentle
rise on the Bulawayo side of the cattle dip
on the road leading to Bulawayo. The
buildings are located on the left side of the
road going toward Bulawayo, just on the
top of the rise. T h e site is in view of the
Mission, and from it can be had a beautiful
view of the hills to the north and east.
W o r k was begun on the building in
February 1936. W e had the foundation
down by the time the rains were finished.
W e were living at Mtshabezi at the time
which is twenty-five miles distant. This
great distance made it very difficult in
building. W e were at Macha Mission also
for about six weeks during April and May
of last year while the building was going
on. While we were at Macha some of the
bricks were made.
N o w a few words concerning the buildings. There is an office, store-room and
garage in one building which is built of the
large size sun-dried brick. This building
has a thatch roof. It was built first and
gave us a place to store some of our
things while the house was being finished.
The dwelling house is a six room building
with a pantry and bathroom in addition.
It is only one story. It is built of burned
brick which were made and burned on the
spot. The house has a corrugated iron roof.
T h e kitchen, sitting-room, pantry a n d
bathroom have cement floors, the others
are of earth with a coat of tar. T h e walls
on the inside have been plastered with
antheap and painted with muralo.
In addition to the building already mentioned, a two-roomed house h a s been
built for the Native boys. This was also
built of the large size sun-dried brick and
has a thatch roof.
The builders employed were Natives
who had been trained at a Government
school and at our Missions. All the foundations and brick work was done by these

builders, I gave what supervision I could
when I was able to be at- the work. The
Matopo Mission Brethren came over occasionally and gave help and advice. T h e
plastering was also done by the Native
builders. The first brick on the house was
laid July 28 and by the middle of September
the house was ready for the roof. Getting
the house ready so soon reflects creditably
to the manner in which the builders worked, and especially so since they were so
largely left without European supervision.
Some things would doubtless been better
had I been able to give closer supervision,
but because of the pressure of other work
this was impossible. Brother Mann was
able to give some help when the brickmaking was begun and he also helped in
putting up the roof timbers. The door and
window frames were made in the Matopo
Mission shop by the school boys under the
supervision of Brother Eshelman. Brother
Steckley gave much valuable help and advice to the builders when I could not be
present. T h e help of these various ones
was very much appreciated.
W e moved into the house on November 17, 1936. T h e house was far from finished, but we had one bedroom finished
and the kitchen nearly ready so we got
along quite well. W e could work to better advantage being right on the place.
There are still several jobs to do at finishing the house. All the buildings erected
thus far have cost about $2,200.00. This
figure includes a debt of about $250.00.
W e shall have to await some more money
before we can complete the few things yet
remaining to be done. W e are now putting a fence about the grounds, the money
for which was donated by a friend.
W e have planted some fruit trees and
also a few shade trees about the place and
thus the place is taking on a more homelike appearance. W e are very thankful for
the home as it gives us a more permanent
place to live. W e trust that the home may
bring blessing to many. W e realize that
we are but pilgrims here and the years we
occupy it may be few, but the buildings we
trust will remain for the use and comfort
of those who may follow. It is our wish
and prayer that we may "occupy until He
comes."
Yours in His service,
H. H. Brubaker.
Protestantism makes the relation of the
individual to the church dependent on his
relation to Christ; Catholicism, vice versa,
makes the relation of the individual to
Christ dependent on his relation to the
Church.—Selected.
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Mtshabezi Mission News Notes
T w o months have quickly slipped into
the past since our last report from this
place. Each day has had its manifold
duties for all—in the school room, in industrial classes, in hospital, in garden, in
shop, or in building operations—all of
which are necessary and done, we trust,
with one end in view—the salvation of
souls and the glory of God. Kraal visitation is also being done, and we believe
this to be a very important phase of the
work. Even the heathen appreciate the
missionaries' interest in their souls' welfare,
though there are few who really accept
Christ. The Christians are always happy
to welcome us to their homes, for seasons
of fellowship and worship, and how much
nearer we get to the hearts of people when
around the home fires. As the seed is
sown—the W o r d given out—we are glad
to know it will not return void but will
accomplish that for which it was sent.
M a y God help us to be faithful in sowing
the seed.
W e were glad to have Bro. and Sr.
Eshelman with us for ten days in March
for special meetings. Our brother brought
WMMVmwmumMHMWHVHHM
FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
Africa
General Superintendent
Bishop and Mrs. H. H. Brubaker, Box 711,
Bulawayo, So. Rhodesia, So. Africa.
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Bishop and Mrs. A. D. M. Dick, Saharsa, B.
N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India.
SAHARSA
Miss Anna M. Steckley, Saharsa, B. N. W. Ry.
Dist. Bhagalpur, India,
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Elder and Mrs. George Paulus, Miss M. Effle
Rohrer, Miss Esther Buckwalter, Supaul, B.
N. W. Ry., Dist. Bhagalpur, India.
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Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Winger, Grantham, Pa.;
Eld. and Mrs. Charles Engle, Upland, Calif.;
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Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa.
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good messages from the W o r d , and many
testified to having received a special uplift. Among others who sought help was a
man who has long been on the list of backsliders. He had for some time previously
been coming to the services again, and had
shown some soul hunger. His two grown
sons have also wandered into sin, which
is a grief to their Christian mother. The
father also laments their folly, but has he
not been their example? Do pray for this
man and his sons, that they may all return and yet become earnest and faithful
Christians.

on cob given them as they returned to
the dormitories.
Elmo and Ruth Winger are enjoying a
three weeks' holiday from school with their
parents.
W e crave a continued interest in your
prayers.
— E . M. F.

On March 14, one hundred fifty-five
partook of the sacred emblems of the
broken body and shed blood of our Lord
and Saviour—once more remembering His
death in a hopeful assurance of His soon
return. W e were glad to have Bro. Brubaker's with us for this service.
On March 27 was solemnized the marriage of Miss Anna Hogg to Mr. Dick
Payne. The former has been at the mission for many years, first as a student, later
as a teacher, she having been in the first
class to finish Teacher Training at Matopo
in 1934. She has been a faithful and conscientious helper, and we pray God's rich
blessing upon them as they open a new
Christian home near by. Anna continues
to teach while her husband assists in the
shop work.
Many natives from far and near called
during the month of March to express their
sympathy to the mission as well as to the
bereaved family in the loss sustained by
Bunu Ncube's death (given in last report).
God is beautifully sustaining the sorrowing wife, helping her to ignore the superstitions of heathen relatives, finding
strength and great comfort in her Saviour.
The hospital work continues. During
March and April fifty patients were admitted, and 179 out patients attended, 667
treatments having been given. These numbers do not include many treatments given
for the various ailments of the more than
400 school children here. The Guanda
Doctor continues to make his bi-weekly
calls.
God has blessed us with fairly good
crops this year. Bro. Winger thinks the
mealie (maize) yield is sufficient for our
200 boarders for another year. W e thank
God for thus providing. The ground nuts
too have done nicely.
On the evening of April 17, the boarders
went en masse to the gardens to pick the
nuts from the plants which had been previously pulled and turned to the sun
to dry. H o w they did enjoy the more than
two hours thus spent, singing all the while
at the top of their voices, as their hands
quickly and easily did the work. There
was a good moon and the weather not too
cold. They also enjoyed the green mealies
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Macha Notes—April
Apr. 1. Bro. Eyer goes to Choma. Sr.
Moyer lances a bad abscess at the hospital. In the afternoon she and I visit the
two hospital patients from Hachunga: one,
the grandmother of two of our school girls;
the other, an elderly woman who, when but
a child, had been carried off to Southern
Rhodesia in one of the Matabele raids.
The visit seemed very worthwhile. God
was near. The old grandmother prayed
even though she little understood the
language of prayer.
Apr. 2. Prayer day: William Muchangani preaches a strong message from Colossians three. Three Muyanda girls remain for prayer. Sister Winger leaves for
a week-end trip to villages.
Apr. 3. Bushman, father of one of our
girls, brings a leopard skin which Brother
Eyer buys. Very good Saturday night
prayer circle with the girls.
Apr. 4. Brother and Sister Eyer, Fredric and Lorraine go to Kabanze, an outschool to the north of the mission. Sr.
Winger also still being in village work,
there remain but Sr. Moyer and I at the
home-fort. From reports there were good
services at each place. Mizinga preached
here, using an apt illustration: The "nabushimba" (load of a chief borne by carriers) has been brought to Macha by the
missionaries, it now remains for the Christians here to pick it up and carry it on.
They may not be able to carry it to Broken
Hill but they can take it to their own homes
and to the surrounding villages. Mission
family complete again by night. Six small
girls come to my room this evening for
prayer.
Apr. 5. Bees swarmed into the attic!
Staff meeting tonight.
Apr. 6. Post day—we hear from Sr.
Leora Yoder in London.
Apr. 7. Bro. Eyer leaves for Sikalongo
to conduct a short revival service. Sr.
Moyer leads European prayer meeting,'
theme, "The Indwelling Christ."
Apr. 8. Muleya, father of one of the
school girls, preaches in the earth morning
joint African and European prayer meeting. About fifty hospital treatments today.
Apr. 9. A good shower of rain falls.
African prayer meeting tonight. The singing is inspiring.
Apr. 10. W i t h a few native helpers, i
leave for a week-end village trip. W e receive a warm welcome by the village people who help to scuffle the ground and
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pitch tent. W h e n all is finished we have
a service just outside the tent. Afterwards
we cook and eat breakfast and then walk
on to two other villages for services. Returning late, we prepare dinner but the
people arriving for the evening service before we had eaten, we have the service first
and, contrary to good hygiene rules, eat
before going to bed.
Apr. 11. Have another morning service
with the attentive villagers, the old grandmother mentioned in the notes for the first
had been discharged from the hospital and
was present in this meeting. After breakfast and speaking personally with some of
the people, we start out again for other
villages. Returning in the evening we prepare and eat our food and gather together
again for our fourth and last service.
Hands having been raised for prayer previously, we gave opportunity for an after
meeting for any who wished to remain for
prayer.
Seven stayed: two men, two
women, three girls. They seemed ignorant of the W a y , we tried to instruct them
simply, and had definite prayer with them
•—we trust that God will lead them on. At
the mission the three sisters also went out
to a nearby village in the evening having
a short service with the people.
Apr. 12. W e are up long before dawn,
pull stake and pack up by the light of the
camp fire, and are nearly home by sunrise. W e reach the mission before folks
are out from morning prayers, back for
another week of school work. Sr. Eyer,
not well, spends part of the day in bed
but is feeling better by evening.
Apr. 14. Pig which had been lost for a
fw days is discovered in the banana orchard with seven babies. Smoke out the
persistent bees from the attic. Bro. Eyer
returns from the Sikalongo meetings. There
had been a good response.
Apr. 16. Our quarterly services begin
today, fairly good number present for the
first day. Sisters Moyer and Eyer go out
to a village to see an expectant mother—
the little one arrives about two hours after
they return home. Bro. Cullen, Sr. Elizabeth Engle, and some of the native teachers arrive from Sikalongo for the love
feast services. Receive sad word of the
death of the old grandmother mentioned
'wice already.
Apr. 17. Good services. Arthur preaches in the mid-day meeting—he is the Sikalongo teacher mentioned in the little
article "Echoes" a few months ago, one
of our native brethren who really seem to
know God. In the evening we go out to
visit the women in their grass shelter.
Apr. 18. Early morning communion
service is a worshipful, inspiring service
with about one hundred and sixty communicants. Bro. Cullen's message at midday on "The little foxes which spoil the
vines" was pointed. There were about
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four hundred or four hundred and fifty
present in the two services, a second being
held outside.
Apr. 19. Our Sikalongo friends leave us
early this morning. Steleki, one of our
young Christian men, comes to the hospital with a bad infection. Bro. Eyer begins
brick-making, his aim is about eighty or
a hundred thousand.
Apr. 21. Sr. Moyer called for a village maternity case.
Apr. 22. Lila, one of the school girls, is
reported very ill while we are at dinner.
W e go to see her, bringing her along back
to the hospital.
Apr. 24. An unusual fight „> the mission between our pet baboon and a village
child, the little girl frantically tries to recover her shawl.
Apr. 25. T w o remain for prayer after
the mid-day service. W e walk out to one
of the near-by villages this evening.
Apr. 26. A busy week for me in coaching Munsanda for her government examinations which begin next Monday.
She is one of our older, faithful girls, who
has been helping in the work as pupilteacher for several years.
Apr. 27. Fredric very abruptly at the
lunch table asks: "Is the bad man busy
day and night?" A bit later we hear,
"Daddy, may I have some vinegar?"
There is a negative reply. " M a y I have
some pepper then?" The kitchen helper
told to boil and peal some eggs rep'orts:
"There were children in some of them."
Apr. 29. Mizinga, this morning in prayer meeting, in praying for the missionaries
asks the Lord to give us words to urge the
native Christians on. Will you join him
in his petition that we may be strengthened to push forward to God's glory?
Apr. 30. Sr. Winger leaves for the
week-end in village work. About twenty
thousand of the hundred thousand bricks
already moulded.
"Simplicity and purity are the two wings
by which (one) is lifted up above all
earthly things."
—A. R. E.
REPORT OP OPPERINGS SENT DIRECT TO
THE INDIAN MISSION PIEI.D
Prom Jan. 1st to March 31st, 1937
From the Sunshine Band by Anna Wolgemuth, Mt. Joy, Pa., for orphan girls,
Pritinanti and Kamala
$36.00
From the Abilene S. S. by Elizabeth Zook,
for orphan boy, Jacob Kaleb
35.00
From Olive Book's Class, Fairland S. S.,
Cleona, Pa., for orphanage work
8.00
From Woodbury S. S. by Mrs. Roy
Feather, for orphan girl, Malina Lall
17.50
From Mary Byer, Upland, Calif., for
Medical work
10.00
From Mary Byer, Upland, Calif., for a
widow
10.00
From Waukena S. S. by John Byer, for
evang. worker, B. Roy
5.00
From Womens' S. S. Class, Gormley,
Ont., for orphan girl, Karuna
20.03
From Des Moines S. S., Iowa, for orphan
boy, J. Prakash
40.00
From Leedey, Okla. S. S. for orphan boy,
D. Prakash
8.75
From Martinsburg S. S. by Ir a Stern for
evang. worker, A. Levi
32.00
From Sunday School, Abilene, Kans., for
orphan girl
16.00
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From Martha Heise, Hamlin, Kans., for
orphan girl
50.00

from flood water, and the surrounding
country which was at one time beautiful
rice land is now sandy liver beds. T h e
Mela was much smaller than in former
years. But still many opportunities were
found to spread the Gospel among the pilgrims.
Mar. 23. A sweet little girl was born to
Margaret and Andrias Charan. The father
is the Head-master of the Boys' School.
Mar. 28. Easter-day with a precious
Communion Service in the morning.
Mar. 29. Srs. Rohrer and Paulus visited a number of Indian homes in the evening. The women were hospitable and
with delight they displayed the articles
which Sr. Rohrer is teaching them to knit.
Apr. 1. Sr. Buckwalter's Pandit is on
vacation, so she has been going to the villages each day with Sr. Rohrer and the
Bible-women. Of course the village women
want to see her hair and ask for the formula which makes skin white!
Apr. 5. A man came to the dispensary
today and asked for "buttoms," the Indian
version of "buttons." After being told
that he could not get "buttoms" here, someone explained for him that he meant to ask
for quinine pills!
Apr. 9. Our garden has yielded bountifully so that for weeks now we have been
able to give our boys lovely tomatoes daily
for their luncheon. It is a treat to see their
brown smiling faces behind those big red
tomatoes.
Apr. 15. W e were glad to have Sr.
Steckley as our guest for the afternoon.
She came to discuss ways, means and
methods for improvements in our Orphanage W o r k . Bro. Paulus was invited to attend a meeting called by our Sub-Divisional Magistrate in which the gentlemen of
this place formed a "Coronation Committee." This Committee is to arrange appropriate means for celebrating the King's
Coronation on M a y 12th. The town is to
be decorated, a "tea" to gentlemen is to
be given, and the deserving poor are to be
fed sweet-meats and given pieces of cloth.
Apr. 21. Srs. Rohrer and Buckwalter
left for the Landour Hill Station. W e hope
they will enjoy a pleasant vacation, and
that Sr. Buckwalter will make good progress in the Language School which she is
attending, which lasts three months.
Apr. 24. The topic in Prem Shubha
was " W h a t does the Bible teach about
keeping the Sabbath." Our deacon, James
Biswas, who was the speaker said that
since the Lord worked only six days to
form the world and rested on the seventh
day and hallowed it, we who are His creatures should be careful not to do such
things as buying and selling, unnecessary
work, or other worldly activities on this
day. But we should spend this day in His
worship.
Apr. 25. Beautiful singing is heard in

$288.28
From Lydia More, Wainfleet, Can., for
evangelistic work
£2-10-0
Dear Visitor Readers:
Greetings. The above is another financial
report submitted to you. May the Lord richly
bless those who have been instrumental in
making it possible. And while you remain
faithful in the temporal side of this great
cause, may you not forget to hold the Work
up in prayer and supplication before the
throne of God. It is only by this avenue that
we can confidently expect great things to come
to pass. This we all know without being reminded, but it is only mentioned lest we forget. The Lord is with us, this we see by
various signs.
Yours in His service,
Geo. E. Paulus, Treas.

Supaul News
March and April
Mar. 1. Bro. Paulus was invited by a
Mohammedan friend to hold a magic-lantern meeting in his village. This was one
of a number of like invitations, and each
acceptance has deepened friendship with
the Mohammedan. An attentive crowd of
men and women were present. Hospitable
as ever, after the meeting they served the
guests a fine Indian meal.
Mar. 3. Three visitors from Saharsa:
Sr. Gayman came to look after her Passport. Bros. Dick and Engle came to sit on
a Committee to formulate rules for Church
Organization.
Mar. 8. G. Ervin leaves for another
nine months of school. As the train pulled
out he bit his lips hard enough to keep back
the tears.
Mar. 9. Mrs. Harvey, the wife of a
former Sugar-cane Manager of this place
and Miss Steffin a missionary of the Assemblies of God Mission, both from Darbhanga, were our guests for several days.
Miss Steffin sang and brought us an inspiring message in the Wednesday evening
prayer meeting. .
Mar. 10. Sr. Gayman came on the early
morning train for a short visit with her old
friend Mrs. Harvey and to say "Farewell"
to Supaul before leaving on furlough.
Mar. 11. Sr. Rohrer was down with an
attack of malaria. Several days' rest in bed
and the new "atebrin" treatment brought
her around fit again.
Mar. 14. Bro. and Sr. Engle and family
were with us for the afternoon. They each
brought us a touching farewell message in
the evening services.
Mar. 15. W e all went to Saharsa. A
lovely "tea" was served in honor of our
missionaries who are leaving India. W e
hope they have a pleasant furlough attended by God's blessings.
Mar. 16. Another new boy came to the
Orphanage today. W e trust that support
will come in in comparison to the number
of new boys the Lord is sending us. s
Mar. 18. Mr. Fraser kindly planned a
trip for us to the Singeswar Mela in his
Ford car. The roads were badly cut up
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but always aim to improve your methods
,and equipment.
(c) In Teaching—Alvin Burkholder.
(Given At General
Conference)
Many a S. S. is crippled by poor teachTHEME: OUR TASK.
be the means of accomplishing definite re- ers. Remember, teacher, that you are the
The Sunday School program gave us in- sults. With a heart to heart talk and in- best teacher some pupil will ever have.
spirational and challenging messages on vitation on a special day, announced
Our Master Teacher, Christ, adapted His
the task of the Sunday School. We have weeks ahead, we may feel sure that our teaching to His pupils. He taught by coma three-fold task, (1) Building Christian efforts will not be in vain. May God help mon place occurrence, and by personality.
Character: (2) Making the School Efficient; us to arise to our great responsibility.
A close harmony must exist between teach,
(3) Reaching the Unreached.
(c) Through Training in Worship—Roy er and pupil. Know what your pupils are
interested in. Win them with sincerity and
Winger.
BUILDING CHRISTIAN CHARACTER.
Bro. Winger believes that only by prac- sympathy. We need not hope to be mow(a) Through Bible Study—Ohmer U.
tice can youth be trained in worship. To ers if we have never been sowers.
Herr.
Of all the requisites for a teacher, spiradd realism to his application he asked the
In a building plan there must always be
ituality
is the most necessary.
audience
to
consider
themselves
in
a
Sunthree essentials, Material, Instructions,
day
School
Worship
Program.
An
inspirBlueprints.
REACHING THE UNREACHED.
ational worship service consisting of reIn our Sunday Schools, youth is our ma(a) In the Local Community—Allen
sponsive reading, prayer, special singing,
terial; and no material is more plastic than
Brubaker.
reading,
and
prayer
was
presented.
This
Christian youth, for in them ideals may be
In the local community is where we have
feature
provided
a
practical
demonstration
formed. By visualizing we can build charour biggest task for extension. We must
acter. Abraham is the ideal for faith, of "training in worship", and made a fit- be square in our dealings and tactful in our
ting
close
for
the
forenoon
session.
Moses for meekness, Joseph for blamelessassociations, in order to gain confidence,
ness, and Dorcas for usefulness. By this
before we can be successful as soul winMAKING
THE
SCHOOL
EFFICIENT.
visualization we have our ideals from which
ners. Everyone is a possibility. Don't be
(a) In Organization—Homer G. Engle.
to build character.
afraid to meet dirty people, for they are
The
purpose
of
the
S.
S.
organization
is
The Ten Commandments and Christ's
not as dirty as our hearts one time were.
great commandment are the instructions to unify and arrange our forces in order How many of us have told our next door
to reach a goal. Only by efficiency can we
for building character.
neighbor about salvation?—or must you be
reach our goal. This will do away with
Finally the Bible gives us detailed blueashamed to ? Living Christianity will gain
prints by which to work out the smallest haphazard working.
confidence. The time to demonstrate is
Every S. S. should have a S. S. Board, when the test is on. Hearts filled with love
details of our lives; but in order to build
according to God's plan we must study the consisting of pastor, superintendent, his are more powerful than bayonets and
assistant, and several laymen. The duties swords. Have faith that folks will get
blueprint.
of this Board are to arrange the curricula, saved, and results will follow.
(b) Through Evangelism—Paul McBeth.
select and transfer teachers, study youth
Our Sunday Schools are responsible for
(b) Through Branch Sunday Schools—
and their environment. In order to have
the saving of our youth. However, in our
Jacob Kuhns.
systematic
records,
a
secretary
and
treassearch for souls we are lost because we
There is a growing conviction that we
urer
are
needed.
A
Cradle
Roll
is
one
of
have no definite program. Secondary goals
the most vital departments in the S. S. must reach the unreached. This is doubly
in memory work, faithful attendance and
Each school should keep in mind that it important when we know that 36,000,000
definite teaching have made us lose sight
should
never organize in order to give jobs; young people in the United States have
of definite decision for Christ. In our failalways
have a purpose in organization. never received religious instruction. The
ure to bring the children to Christ through
Organization
is not an end in itself, but religious Keystone state has only 22 %i of
the Sunday School, we are missing our
youth attending S. S.
only
a
means
to an end.
greatest opportunity.
Branch Sunday Schools will mean the
In planning a definite program of de(b) In Methods and Equipment—Jesse winning of many souls, for 80% of the
cision for Christ we should have a Decision
Lady.
people come to the church through the S.
Day. Even though Decision Day has not been
Content is always more important than S. By 'Branch Sunday Schools, we mean
popularized, it can, if properly conducted, method or equipment, but our church has
organized work carried on by established
a long way to go until we reach a fair level schools in other near-by communities. "As
for services conducive to worship. Quiet- I am in the world, so are you". Our task
ness, reverence and worship are lacking in is to go where Christ would have gone.
the Indian-Christian Tola these evenings.
our services. The Sunday School's best Branch Sunday Schools are now being conIt rejoices our hearts when our people
equipment is a teacher soundly converted, ducted in a limited way in our church, but
spend their leisure time singing hymns and with a devoted prayer life, adequate trainwe need a much more extensive and agsongs of praise.
W h a t a wonderful
ing, and sympathetic with others.
gressive program. The active and successchange the Gospel has wrought. DeliverIn the class, class government is a good ful work of the Mennonite Church along
ance from heathen worship to delighting in
method to control pupils. With a black- this line, may serve as an example and inGod's ways.
board and two hands, one should be ready to centive for us.
Apr. 26. A Committe consisting of the
teach. Be enthusiastic and original. Zeal
(c) "What Is That in Thine Hand?"—
deacons and Bros. Dick and Paulus sat to- without knowledge is perilous; but knowlJ. P. Heisey.
day to talk over the proposal of forming a
edge without zeal is futile. No S. S. teachBro. Heisey related the unusual expeplan by which the Indian Christians may er can thrill his class without enthusiasm. rience of Bro. C. C. Corter which led to the
start a village of their own, and on a self- Originality is good, but don't substitute opening of our new S. S. at Butternut
supporting basis. Headways in this im- variety for vitality. Use the "eyegate" in Grove, Pa. Bro. Corter felt led to start a S.
portant phase of the development of the your teaching. Give the class something S. in this needy community some few miles
to do. Extension work will teach pupils to from his home, there were obstacles, and he
Christian community is rather slow even
be
missionaries.
though it is very urgent.
was delaying taking definite steps in line
Signed: B. N . P .
Never be satisfied with what you have, with his convictions. One day a pig, which
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they were expecting to butcher later, became violently sick and its death seemed
only a question of a little time. Bro. Corter went to his knees. "Lord, if you spare
this pig, I'll sell it and use the proceeds to
start the new school." It pleased God to
hear and answer this simple petition. The
pig lived; Bro. Corter made good his vow;
and as a result Butternut Grove S. S. is
now in operation.
More visions of needy fields, more selfsacrificing workers, more responses to divine leadings, would bring such activity in
S. S. extension as we have never seen before. "What is that in THINE hand? "
(d) By Entering New Fields—John Nigh.
If one enters a new field it may be difficult to cary out one's plans for life. It
even means going beyond our borders in
sacrifice. It may take a while in a new
field to win confidence, but if we provt
we have something worth while our efforts
will not be in vain. We need not expect to
have an easy life, as did the boy whose
ambition was to be a "returned soldier".
The S. S. is a good establishment in new
fields because children can be won. As a
church we have not been as aggressive as
we should be in entering into new fields.
ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION — The
Teacher's Task. Led by A. H. Brechbill.
This period was well conducted by Bro.
Brechbill, and was of interest and practical
value to teachers. The following were
among the points brought out: "How can
we get pupils to study their lesson?"
Answer: Give them a definite assignment a
week ahead. Let them know just what they
are expected to do. "Where our members
are teaching in other Sunday Schools or
Union schools, how much of our church
doctrine should be t a u g h t ?" Answer: As
much as is contained in the Word of God.
Wisdom and tact need to be used. "When
city children who do not come from
Brethren in Christ homes are converted
should they be encouraged to unite with
the church?" Answer, Encourage them to
obey their convictions along this line. When
they express a desire for church membership, a visit with the parents will usually
open the way.
SECRETARY'S REPORT—C. W. Boyer.
The Secretary's report showed an increase in all phases of our S. S. work as
compared with last year. The number of
schools reported was 119 which is the
largest number ever reported. This increase is partly due to more complete returns and partly to a number of new
schools reporting this year for the first
time. The increases shown in other totals is
largely due, 'Bro. Boyer pointed out, to this
increase in the number of schools. An
actual comparison, school for school, shows
a slight decrease in average attendance between 1935 and 1936. This fact should
make it clear that we need to redouble our
efforts in our S. S. work in order to hold
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the ground already gained.
In his closing remarks the Secretary suggested two key words: the Conference has
been a source of real "Inspiration". But
it should not stop there. Return home to
your schools, workers, with a purpose to
put the good things you have heard into
"Operation".
—Reported by Harold Engle.
A minister was boarding at a certain
farmhouse. The farmer was not a Christian, but his wife had been praying for him
for some time, and the minister was awaiting his opportunity to make plain to him
the meaning of the sacrifice of Calvary.
Early one morning, the farmer beckoned
to the minister to follow him out to the
chicken-house. There on one of the nests
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sat a hen with a brood of chickens peeping
out from under her wings.
"Touch her, Mr.
," the farmer said.
As the minister put his hand on the hen,
he found that she was cold.
"Look at that wound in her head," the
farmer continued. "A weasel has sucked
all the blood from her body, and she never
once moved for fear the little beast would
get her chickens."
"Oh,
," said he, "that was just
like Christ. He endured all that suffering
on the cross. He could have moved and
saved His own life, but He wouldn't, because you and I were under His wings. If
He had moved, we would have been lost."
The farmer saw the point, and accepted
the Lord Jesus Christ as Saviour.
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